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Background

Monodisperse polymer particles (having uniform diameter) have been

used for the last two decades in physical, biological and chemical sciences. In

NASA Langley Research Center monodisperse polystyrene particles are used

in wind tunnel laser velocimeters. These polystyrene (P.S.) particles in latex

form had been formulated at the Engineering Laboratory of the FENGD using

emulsion-free emulsion polymerization. Monodisperse P.S. latices particles

having different particle diameters had been formulated and useful

experimental data involving effects of process conditions on particle size

have been accumulated. However, similar process conditions and chemical

recipes for polymerization of styrene monomer have often yielded

monodisperse particles having varying diameters. The purpose of this

summer research was to improve the P.S. latex product uniformity by fine-

tuning of the process parameters based on knowledge of suspension and

emulsion polymerization.
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Present Study

A set of preliminary experimental runs based on a recommended

process settings derived from previous studies made at NLRC revealed the

need to: (1) monitor the temperature and PH of the reactor, agitator speed; (2)

more complete cleaning of the reactor vessels to prevent seed polymerization

in subsequent runs; (3) supplement the current approximate method of

measuring particle size by Transmission Electron Microscopic (TEM)

technique; and (4) measure the molecular weight and distribution of final

particles to lend to better correlation of product properties with process

parameters.

Runs made with these fine-tunings are shown on a table attached. The

molecular weight data will be provided by the Polymer Laboratory at NLRC

and the TEM measurements will be made by the author when he returns to

his University. With the exception of four runs, the latex particle sizes of the

runs can be represented as 2.0+ 0.3 _tm. Except for the run 294-3L the

deviations of the particle size of the rest three runs can be attributed to

premature stoppage of agitator due to undue build-up of polymer

agglomerates and/or deviation of temperature by 2-3°C off the desired level of

65°C. Molecular weight and TEM data of the P.S. particles should shed more

light on reasons for these deviations. The PH's of the latices were more or

less the same.

Limited number of runs made to date at different agitator speeds (RPM)

show that there is an optimum RPM range which yields particle size targeted.

An agitator speed below this range causes reduced particle size and speed

above this range would cause mechanical coalescence of the particles yielding

large agglomerates. Further runs to investigate this is in progress.

A set of recommendations for fine tuning of the process parameters to

improve P.S. latex product uniformity is transmitted to the Engineering

Laboratory of FF_NGD.
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